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Polarization of 129Xe with high power external-cavity laser diode arrays
J. N. Zerger,a) M. J. Lim, K. P. Coulter, and T. E. Chupp
Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1120

~Received 7 December 1999; accepted for publication 3 February 2000!

We demonstrate narrowing of a 2 W, broad area laser diode array and present calculations of the
resulting improvement of129Xe polarization by spin exchange with laser optically pumped Rb
vapor. This improvement significantly impacts both medical imaging with laser polarized noble gas
and spin-exchange pumped noble gas maser research. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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High powered laser diode arrays~LDAs! and LDA bars
are produced for a variety of commercial, industrial, a
communications applications. One important application
optical pumping of alkali metals~e.g., Rb, K, Cs! to achieve
nuclear polarization of3He, 129Xe, and other noble gases v
spin exchange. These polarized noble gases are used
variety of applications, including fundamental physi
measurements1–3 and biomedical imaging research.4–6

A typical LDA spectrum~see Fig. 1! is comprised of
many modes spread over wavelengths of 2 nm or more
comparison, a homogeneously broadened Rb absorption
has widths of 0.1–0.2 nm. In spite of this apparent misma
LDAs can be very effective for optical pumping and pola
ization of noble gases, particularly3He.7 Unfortunately,
LDA optical pumping for polarization of129Xe is less effec-
tive. In this letter, we explain why this is the case, and
show that narrowing the spectral distribution should ren
LDAs much more effective for129Xe polarization. This has
motivated the development of a simple, inexpensi
external–cavity configuration that we report here. We ha
narrowed a broad area commercial LDA to 20 GHz f
width at half maximum~FWHM!.

Optical pumping8 manipulates the internal degrees
freedom of a sample of atoms through the transfer of ang
momentum from photons to atoms.9 For alkali-metal atoms,
optical pumping can produce nearly complete polarization
the valence electron spin. This electron spin polarization
transferred to the nucleus of noble gas atoms by the hy
fine interaction during binary collisions10 and, in the case o
xenon, also during the lifetime of van der Waals molecu
formed in three body collisions.11–13

Although the processes can be quite complex, the
evant physics is described by a single rate equation for
noble gas nuclear polarization.14 In terms of the spin–
exchange rate (gSE5kSE@A#, where@A# is the number den-
sity of the alkali-metal vapor andkSE is the velocity averaged
rate constant! and the relaxation rateG

d

dt
PI5gSE~PA2PI !2GPI , ~1!

where PI52^I z& is the rare gas nuclear polarization a
PA52^Sz& is the volume averaged alkali-metal electron p
larization. The steady state solution is
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gSE1G
. ~2!

High polarization requiresG!gSE and PA as large as pos
sible.

Polarization of the alkali-metal valence electron by op
cal pumping can also be described by the rate equations
two state system if the nuclear spin’s effect of slowing t
electron polarization rate is properly included.15 The steady
state, volume-averaged, alkali-metal electron spin polar
tion at any position is

PA52^Sz&5
gopt

gopt1GSD
, ~3!

where the position dependent optical pumping rate is

gopt~r !5E dnF~r ,n!s~n!, ~4!

the cross section for absorption of unpolarized photons
s(n), and the laser intensity per unit frequency isF(r ,n)
5dI(r )/dn. Destruction of electron spin polarization is a
counted for by the rateGSD. Rb spin relaxation is dominate
by collisions with Rb atoms, rare gas atoms, N2 molecules,
and to a lesser degree, by wall interactions, which caus
layer of unpolarized Rb to form.15 For Rb–3He, the bulk
spin destruction rate with no impurities is15–17

GSD5kRb–3He@
3He#1kRb–N2

@N2#1kRb–Rb@Rb#, ~5!

where thek’s are rate constants for spin destruction due
collisions with each of the species in the target. For a typi
3He application,GSD'500 Hz. For129Xe, GSD is more com-
plicated~due to three body interactions that lead to van d
Waals molecule formation! and is on the order of tens o
kHz. If gopt is not much larger thanGSD, the Rb polarization
is significantly less than 100%, leading to strong attenuat
of the incident circularly polarized laser photons and a low
average Rb polarization.

For 3He, a large portion of the initial laser spectral pr
file is useful. In Fig. 1~a!, we show the spectral profile a
three positions along the axis of the cell for3He density of
10 amagat with 0.1 amagat N2 . As light burns its way into
the cell, the central portion of the spectral profile is absorb
more strongly than the wings. Therefore, the front of the c
is essentially polarized by the near–resonance light, w
the more off–resonance light is more important in the ba
of the cell. The large optical thickness of Rb typically us
il:
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. A typical profile of intensity vs. wavelength fo
the GaAlxAs12x laser diode arrays~Optopower part
number OPC-A015-795-FCPS! used in our lab, indi-
cated by a solid line. The total power output per laser
about 15 W. The dotted and dashed lines show the la
profile 5 and 10 cm into the cell, respectively, for ce
parameters of:~a! 10 amagat of3He and 0.1 amagat N2
at 180 °C~left!; ~b! 0.1 amagat of129Xe, 0.2 amagat
N2 , and 2.7 amagat He at 110 °C~center!; and ~c! 2.2
amagat of129Xe, 0.2 amagat N2 , and 0.5 amagat He a
110 °C ~right!.
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for 3He polarization~@Rb#51014215/cm3) is the main reason
polarization with LDAs can be so effective for3He.

The situation is quite different for129Xe. The spin de-
struction rate of Rb due to129Xe is so much greater than tha
due to 3He that a much greater laser intensity or spec
density ~or both! is required to satisfygopt@GSD. Conse-
quently, only a much narrower part of the LDA spectrum
useful for 129Xe, even at very low xenon concentration,
illustrated in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. Driehuyset al. have shown
that at high laser intensity~e.g., 50 W/5 cm2) broadening the
Rb absorption line with a buffer gas that does not appre
bly increaseGSD, such as helium, significantly improves R
polarization.5 Practical considerations may limit buffer ga
pressure, and high laser powers may introduce heating p
lems ~especially in the case of spin–exchange pumped
sers!, motivating alternative approaches.

The problem of balancing tradeoffs of noble gas pol
ization, production rates, volumes, and magnetization
volves exploring a large parameter space. For example
creasing the total density of gas produces press
broadening of the Rb absorption line, increases the inte
gopt, but may also appreciably increaseGSD. Greater Rb
density increasesgSE but also increasesGSD and the attenu-
ation of the light as it propagates through the pumping c
reducinggopt further into the cell. Calculations based on t
framework presented in Ref. 7 allow us to explore t
tradeoffs with a given goal for a given application.

Optical pumping simulations are based on numerical
tegration of laser light attenuation given by

dF~r ,n!

dz
52s~n!@A#F~r ,n!@12PA~r !#. ~6!

The Rb polarization at any position in the cell can be fou
as long as the incident intensity and spectral profile
known. We have found that our simulations generally pred
results for 129Xe polarization that are within 5%–10% o
measured polarizations.6

Significant improvement of129Xe polarization is pos-
sible if the LDA light is spectrally narrowed. In Fig. 2, w
show a calculation of the expected129Xe polarizations for
l
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different combinations of xenon density, temperature~i.e.,
Rb density!, and laser FWHM for 15 W of laser power. Th
total pressure is held constant at 2.8 amagat; for exam
with 1.0 amagat xenon, we use 0.l amagat N2 , and 1.7 ama-
gat helium. We show results for four gas mixtures, two
which are:~1! a low xenon density of 0.13 amagat xenon a
high helium buffer gas density, and~2! a high xenon density
of 2.0 amagat xenon described by Rosenet al.6 Narrowing
an LDA spectrum provides significant gains in all cases.

Several authors have reported work on narrowing 5
mW LDAs. Single spectral mode output has been achie
with grating feedback,18,19but the output powers reported a
at least an order of magnitude below that which would
useful for current applications~e.g., medical imaging appli-
cations!. A grating combined with a photorefractive phas
conjugate mirror has been used to narrow LDAs and LD
bars with more than 50% of the free-running LDA pow
coupled into less than 0.03 nm bandwidth.20 Our approach to
narrowing LDAs is based on the standard external-cavity
ser used widely in atomic physics.21 We used the Littman–
Metcalf configuration as shown in Fig. 3 with a 2 W
InGaAsP laser diode array from Coherent Semiconduc
Group.22 These are off-the-shelf lasers mounted in the ‘
block’’ and were not antireflection~AR! coated or specially
prepared in any other way. The temperature of the C bl
was controlled by standard techniques. The laser output
collimated with standard optics, and the grating was orien
such that the plane of reflection contains the laser’s nar
~2 mm! dimension, along which the light is nearly sing
mode and can be well collimated. To improve the finesse,
beam from the laser hit the 2400 line/mm grating at graz
incidence, increasing the total number of grating lines int
acting with the free-running laser. The output beam was
zeroth-order, specular reflection from the grating, which c
tained 67% of the power incident on the grating from t
LDA. The optics and cavity were set up such that an ima
of the facet was reflected back on the facet by the first or
reflection. Spectra were obtained by an optical spectrum a
lyzer with a fixed grating and a linear charge coupled dev
~CCD! array. This setup was calibrated using the Rb hyp
e,
d 2
-

n-
ot
FIG. 2. Calculated129Xe polarization as a function of
the laser diode array line width~full width at half maxi-
mum! for 15 W of laser power. For each temperatur
curves for 0.13 amagat, 0.65 amagat, 1.3 amagat, an
amagat of129Xe are shown from top to bottom, respec
tively. A constant total density of 2.8 amagat is mai
tained by loading with helium buffer gas. The solid d
on ~b! the 110° plot~center! shows the measured129Xe
polarization for the 2 amagat129Xe curve.
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fine lines. Each CCD pixel spanned 15 GHz. All power le
els and spectra reported here correspond to the zeroth-o
light reflected from the grating.

Once the cavity was set up at lower power~about 0.2
W!, the LDA injection current was increased. Above 1.2 W
the external-cavity and free-running laser modes begin
compete strongly, making it more difficult to find condition
that produce stable spectra. Nevertheless, stable oper
conditions could still be found. We believe that this gene
technique could be used for even higher free-running pow
than those reported here.

In Fig. 4, we show spectra for both the free-running a
external-cavity configurations for two different power leve
For 1.24 W, the FWHM was 34.6 GHz. For 1.0 W, th
FWHM was 20.3 GHz. FWHM values were extracted from
lorentzian fit to the central part of the spectrum. In t
external-cavity configuration, the central frequency could
tuned over'4 – 6 nm. The setup is quite robust, stayi
locked indefinitely.

We have used the measured profiles for both configu
tions to calculate expected performance for a range of xe
densities as described above. Using the measured 1.2
profile we find that the single 15 W LDA shown in Fig.
could be replaced by 3 W of external-cavity LDA light. For
the spin exchange pumped maser,2 heating effects from the
high powered LDAs are a problem and we expect signific
advantages using an external-cavity LDA. With the comm
cial availability of 4 W broad area LDAs, 3 W may be pos-
sible with a single device.

Competition between the free-running laser a
external-cavity laser may be reduced by AR coating
LDA. This would suppress the free-running laser and m
allow for higher powered, more stable, frequency-narrow

FIG. 3. Littman–Metcalf configuration used to narrow the 2 W laser dio
array. The laser hit the 2400 lines/mm holographic grating at grazing i
dence, increasing the total number of grating lines interacting with the f
running laser. The output beam was the zeroth-order, specular refle
from the grating. The optics and cavity were set up such that an image o
facet was reflected back on the facet by the first order reflection.

FIG. 4. Frequency profiles of the free-running laser~dotted line! and the
grating-narrowed case~solid line!. ~a! shows 1.0 W with FWHM520.3 GHz
and ~b! shows 1.24 W with FWHM534.6 GHz.
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operation. For the work cited above, an Al-coated, ho
graphic grating was used. A grating with a higher reflect
ity, such as a properly blazed, gold-coated, ruled grati
would allow the zeroth order specular reflection power
increase. The 2 W array we used is similar to a single fac
of a typical multiarray bar. For most commercially availab
continuous wave LDA bars, the filling factor is only 30%
making efficient optical feedback from the grating difficu
However, LDA bars that are intended for pulsed use
available with filling factors up to 90%. Thermal manag
ment problems limit the duty factor of these in normal o
eration, but reliable operation might be feasible for 10 W
more.

In conclusion, narrowing the spectral profile of hig
powered LDAs and LDA bars is highly desirable for pola
ization of 129Xe that is used in medical imaging and oth
applications. Improvement by factors of nearly 10, or p
haps more, in power requirements or polarization rates
be expected with narrowed arrays. External-cavity laser c
figurations have been successfully used to narrow the 2
output to less than 0.1 nm FWHM.

While preparing this letter, the authors became aware
the work of Thad Walker and his collaborators at the U
versity of Wisconsin, who have also studied narrowing
LDAs in external-cavity configurations and measured129Xe
polarization rates. The authors gratefully acknowledge us
discussion with Leo Hollberg, Georg Raithel, Matt Rose
and Ralph Conti. This work was partially funded by the NS
and would not have been possible without the lasers p
vided by the Coherent Semiconductor Group.
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